Increase employee engagement across all stages of organizational learning

Panopto is the all-in-one video solution for training

- Power On-demand Training at Scale
- Support Continuous Learning
- Measure the Data-Driven Impact of Training
- Enable Peer-to-Peer Training and Social Learning
- Upskill and Cross-Skill Your Workforce
- Reach Remote and Multi-Location Workforces
- Optimize and Accelerate Onboarding
- Reduce Knowledge Gathering from Minutes to Seconds
- Preserve Institutional Knowledge During Offboarding

A single tool that enables training teams to:

- Easily Create and Curate Video
- Ensure Training Consistency
- Drive Engagement
- Boost Employee Productivity
- Demonstrate Clear Outcomes with Data

Record and edit instantly in our online screen recorder and web-based editor

Capture training once and ensure all employees receive the same information

Create compelling video experiences with our interactive native and third-party integrations

Equip all employees with access to learning at the speed of need with powerful in-video search

Try Panopto yourself. panopto.com/try

Talk to our team: (855) 726-6786
We added a lot of **consistency** to our training with Panopto. Before Panopto, we had video resources scattered across many different places, and you’d never know which was the right place to look for something. Now, we can store everything in **one central, secure video library** where it’s easy to find information with just a search.

We’re executing training remotely now, in a fraction of the **time** and at a fraction of the **cost**, and the feedback we’ve received from **employees** has been unbelievable.

- Eric Hill
  *Senior Product Training Specialist* | *Canon Solutions America, Inc.*